MODULAR POWER SYSTEMS

Modular Power Systems provide a heightened level of productivity and accessibility to KI tables, fixed seating and benching solutions. KI offers a spectrum of power systems that address both aesthetic and technical needs. All KI modular power solutions are UL listed.

**Activ8® Electrical System**
Perfect for applications where set-up or configurations may change, Activ8 reduces the number of power sources needed in multi-workstation spaces with a simple plug and play system (no hardwire needed). Activ8 may be used alone or in conjunction with Ashley Duo, PowerUp or Villa Series modules if surface access to power and data is desired.

**Ashley Duo™**
For easy access to power, Ashley Duo modules provide worksurface or undersurface options. Each module contains two receptacles and two charging USB ports. Modules can be powered with a 3-prong plug or specified with an Activ8 cord when powering multiple workstations.

**PowerUp®**
PowerUp modules have an easy-access press and release cover which contains two data ports and two receptacles. Modules plug directly into standard outlet or can be specified with an Activ8 cord when powering multiple workstations.

**Villa Series™**
Villa Series is a sleek, stylish power solution with one opening for a customer-supplied data jack, two receptacles, and two USB charging ports. Villa offers a thinner profile and metallic paint options. Modules plug directly into standard outlet or can be specified with an Activ8 cord when powering multiple workstations.
Villa Series modules on Pirouette tables

PowerUp modules on Enlite tables

Ashley Duo undersurface mounted module
POWER MODULES

- Ashley Duo™ Module
  - Clamp-On Mount
- Ashley Duo™ Module
  - Undersurface Mount
- PowerUp® Module
- Villa Series™ Module

ACTIV8® ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

- Activ8 PowerUp Module
- Activ8 Villa Series Module
  - with Cover
- Activ8 Villa Series Module
  - without Cover
- Activ8 Undersurface Module
- Activ8 Infeed
- Activ8 Jumper
  - (29", 53", and 77")
- Activ8 Ashley Duo™ Module
  - Clamp-On Mount
- Activ8 Ashley Duo™ Module
  - Undersurface Mount

TYPICAL – ACTIV8® WITH POWERUP®

Activ8 specified with two PowerUp modules and one undersurface module to add power to the worksurface.